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What is Percona Toolkit

● Collection of command-line tools for a wide range of 
MySQL DBA tasks

● Works with MySQL 5.0+, MariaDB, Percona Server, 
Percona XtraDB Cluster

● Professionally developed, supported, and maintained 
by Percona

● 7 years mature, thousands of tests, 20 testing 
environments, 1 full-time developer

● Free, open-source www.percona.com/software/percona-
toolkit



Installation of Percona Toolkit

✓ Rpm and deb packages are available:
http://www.percona.com/downloads/percona-toolkit/

✓ Or you can use a tarball
wget percona.com/get/percona-toolkit.tar.gz 
Extract, then make, make install

✓ Or, if you only need a specific tool
wget percona.com/get/TOOL



What is Percona Monitoring Plugins for Nagios

Is a group of bash scripts compatible with Nagios to check things like 
replication, load and so on, with the benefits of:

● Created by MySQL experts.
● Good documentation.
● Support for the newest versions of MySQL and InnoDB.
● Integration with other Percona software, such as Percona Server 

and Percona Toolkit.
● Easy to install and configure.
● Real software engineering! There is a test suite, to keep the code 

high quality.
http://www.percona.com/doc/percona-monitoring-plugins/1.0/nagios/



Installation of PMP

✓ Rpm and deb packages are available:
http://www.percona.com/downloads/percona-monitoring-plugins/

✓ Or install the package from Percona Software 
Repositories:
yum install percona-nagios-plugins
or:
apt-get install percona-nagios-plugins



Before we begin...

Know your DSNs!



DSN (Data Source Name) in a nutshell!

Percona Toolkit tools use DSNs to specify how to create a DBD 
connection to a MySQL server. 

A DSN is a comma-separated string of key=value parts, like:

h=host1,P=3306,u=tom

You can define more things like connection charset, socket, etc…
The whole story can be found at: 

http://www.percona.com/doc/percona-toolkit/2.
2/dsn_data_source_name_specifications.html



PT-HEARTBEAT + PMP-
CHECK-MYSQL-
REPLICATION-RUNNING



pt-heartbeat

“Reliable measure replication lag”

➢ Works regardless of the replication mechanism (built-in 
replication, Tungsten, etc)

➢ Works at any depth in the replication hierarchy: it will 
reliably report how far a slave lags its master’s master’s 
master.

➢ if replication is stopped, it will continue to work and 
report (accurately!) that the slave is falling further and 
further behind the master.



pmp-check-mysql-replication-delay

Nagios plugins that checks if MySQL 
replication is delayed too much. 

By default, uses SHOW SLAVE STATUS
...But, it shines with pt-heartbeat!



PT-DEADLOCK-LOGGER + 
PMP-CHECK-MYSQL-
DEADLOCKS



pt-deadlock-logger

“Log MySQL deadlocks”

Benefits:

➢ Info is easy to read than from InnoDB status
➢ Keeps history of deadlocks so you can find a 

pattern
➢ Combined with the pmp nagios plugin, it becomes 

an useful way to notice problems.



PT-TABLE-CHECKSUM + 
PMP-CHECK-PT-TABLE-
CHECKSUM



pt-table-checksum

“Verify MySQL replication integrity” 

In plain words: Find slaves with incorrect data

Benefits:

➢ Important knowledge for very little effort
➢ Knowing a problem exists is the first step towards 

fixing it 



Replication does not check data consistency!

On slaves, it tries to run queries registered in the 
binlogs of the master

If the queries are successful, SHOW SLAVE STATUS 
will tell you everything is ok

pt-table-checksum



What can go wrong?

☹ Writing on a slave instead of the master
☹ Skipping replication events
☹ Replication filters
☹ Writing to the master skipping binlog
☹ Nondeterministic writes

pt-table-checksum

If you are lucky, replication will stop with an error.
...if not, replication will proceed with hidden problems



PT-QUERY-DIGEST



“Analyze MySQL queries from logs, 
processlist, and tcpdump”

Benefits:

✓ #1 performance optimization task: find and fix slow 
queries

✓ Track and review queries
✓ Quick way to collect info

pt-query-digest



PT-DUPLICATE-KEY-
CHECKER



pt-duplicate-key-checker

Examines MySQL tables for duplicate or 
redundant indexes and foreign keys

Basically: remove useless indexes, safely

Benefits:

✓ Simpler tables 
✓ Faster INSERTs



pt-duplicate-key-checker

Problems that comes with redundant indexes

Unnecessary disk overhead because of the additional 
disk space it occupies

Performance overhead to queries when the involved 
indexes are in potential use by the optimizer during 
query execution.



pt-duplicate-key-checker

Problems that comes with redundant indexes

When 2 or more indexes are candidates to be used by 
a query, the optimizer has to evaluate which one will 
suit the query best. 

Under highly concurrent workload combined with a 
less than ideal data distribution on a table can lead to 
performance reduction



PT-STALK



pt-stalk

Collect vital data for postmortem analysis

Benefits:

✓ Never sleeps, so you can 
✓ Collects a LOT of data
✓ Could be pretty helpful if you want to monitor 

and be alerted without nagios/zabbix/etc in the 
middle.



PT-DISKSTATS



pt-diskstats

Prints disk I/O statistics for GNU/Linux

It is somewhat similar to iostat, but it is interactive 
and more detailed.

Benefits:
✓ Prints read and write statistics separately
✓ It hides devices that it has never observed to 

have any activity.



PT-IOPROFILE



pt-ioprofile

Watch process IO and print a table of file and 
I/O activity.

Basically: shows pretty handy file statistics

WARNING!

pt-ioprofile freezes the server and may crash the process, or make 
it perform badly after detaching, or leave it in a sleeping state! 



pt-ioprofile

However, is a pretty useful tool!

Find out which file is the one guilty of heavy IO on the 
disk device really is a handful thing!



Thank you!

Join us at:

Percona Live MySQL Conference & Expo
April 13-16, 2015. Santa Clara, California

https://www.percona.com/live/mysql-conference-2015/

Daniel Guzman Burgos - Consultant
daniel.guzman.burgos@percona.com


